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Abstract 

This study was a result of research work carried out as a researcher at Osmania University. 
It investigated the presence of cultural politics in English language teaching policies and 
practices at the tertiary level in universities in Andhra Pradesh, India. Phillipson (1992) and 
Pennycook (1994) suspected the hand of hegemonic forces- i.e. the developed countries of 
Europe and the USA -  labelled the  ‘Centre’- in exploiting the developing and 
underdeveloped countries in Asia and Africa- labelled the ‘Periphery’- in the guise of 
promoting English as a second/foreign language. Though the notion of hegemony was 
attributed to the policies and practices at the macro level, there has not been compelling 
evidence of any exhaustive study at the micro level- the second language classroom- to 
substantiate or contradict the findings of researchers who affirm the workings of cultural 
politics in language teaching and the resultant neo colonialism in erstwhile colonies. 
Pennycook (1994) held that “English language teaching beliefs, practices and materials are 
never neutral and indeed represent very particular understandings of language, learning, 
education, and so on.” (p.178). To investigate whether cultural politics operates in India that 
has been independent for six decades now, uses English as official language and whose 
curriculum planners, teachers and students are drawn from within the country and where a 
great degree of freedom exists in designing the English language curriculum at various 
levels, a study was conducted with the following research questions: how does cultural 
politics operate in the second language classroom at the tertiary level? What has it done to 
the teaching-learning of English in the name of ELT? How may the trend be contained or 
arrested? To answer the questions, a pilot study was conducted in colleges in Andhra 
Pradesh, India that offer courses in arts, engineering, social sciences and the sciences; 
English is taught as a second language to students pursuing these courses. Data was 
collected for the main study through questionnaires, classroom observation, and informal 
talk with students and interviews with teachers. The study revealed the presence of 
instrumental motivation among learners of English who wanted to acquire a working 
knowledge of the language for gainful purposes. Cultural politics or ‘linguistic imperialism’ 
in the choice of materials and methods insofar as they were suspected to exist appeared 
evident in some spheres, but not so pervasive and indeed not as brazenly in evidence as had 
been made out to be. In particular, the study revealed that English learning in India is 
viewed more as a necessity than as something to be avoided. Implications for teachers and 
curriculum designers are discussed. 
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Introduction 

Research in the area of cultural politics in English language teaching may be said to have 

begun with the publication of Phillipson's seminal work Linguistic Imperialism in 1992. This was 

the first work that legitimized and made possible detailed discussions on how language learning 

and teaching approaches were marked by ideological considerations that reflected particular world 

views and sought to bring about universality to language learning, ignoring the basic premise that 

local conditions and circumstances must be kept in mind when teaching/learning a second or 

foreign language.  

Phillipson's work went on to critique the spread of English , the arguments used to privilege 

English over other languages, the hegemony perpetuated, the export of teaching materials and 

methods from the developed nations (USA, UK, Canada, Australia etc ) to the developing and 

underdeveloped nations ( India, Pakistan, China, Kenya etc) , in the guise of aid or superior 

teaching and learning practices. Calling the exploiter nations the Centre and the exploited nations 

the Periphery, Phillipson identified five features that he claimed were fallacies employed to 

convenient effect to perpetuate inequality, dependence and hegemony, these five being :   1. The 

monolingual fallacy     

   2. The native speaker fallacy 

              3. The early start fallacy           

             4. The maximum exposure fallacy. 

             5. The subtractive fallacy 

     Phillipson's work was followed by the work of several others, notable among whom are Tove 

Skutnabb Kangas (2000,2001), Suresh Canagarajah  1993,1999,2001), Alistair Pennycook ( 1994, 

2000) , Caroline Benson( 2001) , Pattanayak (1988), Ajit Mohanty (2009) , Braj Kachru( 

1986,1988),  Mukherjee ( 2009)  etc. 
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      Pennycook's book The Cultural Politics of English as an International Language (1994) came 

to be acknowledged as another milestone in research on linguistic hegemony and linguicide. 

Pennycook(1994) arrived at a precise definition of cultural politics in language teaching when he 

maintained that “English language teaching beliefs, practices, and materials are never neutral, and 

indeed represent very particular understandings of language, learning, education and so on.” (p. 

178).  

         The view that “the English language class may be less about the spread of English than about 

the spread of certain forms of culture and knowledge, and not only through the links between 

English and various discourses but also through the very practices of English language teaching 

that have become part of the discourse of EIL”( Pennycook, 1994, p.179) has gained ground over 

the last several years and many notions continue to be challenged since they faithfully endorse all 

that the experts at the Centre claim are universally applicable norms and practices. 

Suresh Canagarajah (1993) in particular takes the view that while centre-based researchers 

have argued the existence of cultural politics as a true phenomenon across the globe, they have 

chosen to limit the study or purview of research to the “macro theoretical” level and somehow have 

not been able to “attend to the complexities of the classroom culture in the face of domination....” 

(p. 603).  

The present research examines cultural politics in operation at the micro level – the typical 

classroom- which is often the site of struggle between the teacher and the taught as each grapple 

with a system that proclaims its inability to understand the needs of learners and teachers. Also the 

present research draws on the absence of well catalogued studies in a context where English is 

taught and learnt as a second language and where the curriculum designers, teachers and students 

are all Indian and the texts and materials are produced in the country.  It is hypothesized that 

regardless of the teachers, students, curriculum designers and policies originating from a country 

which once had ties to a colonial power, there could be vestiges of that power still subtly operating 

in various domains in the guise of modern and progressive language teaching policies and methods. 
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This research does not contemplate anything in the direction of questioning the legitimacy 

of   English as an Indian language or its use in a variety of domains. It also does not purport to 

challenge the continued use of English as the language of science and technology, arts, commerce, 

literature, social sciences etc and as the link language between states.  

The enviable status English enjoys in India was never in dispute. What is being challenged 

is the notion that ELT in India is a neutral activity , devoid of  ideological underpinnings or 

nefarious designs on local cultures and how this notion has created a band of neo elites who have 

access to English and therefore to  power,  whereas  those who belong to the socially or 

economically disadvantaged sections of society bear the brunt of not being able to use a language 

that they need because of the prevalence of certain teaching/ learning practices that make 

attainment of the language a distant dream for them.  

 

It is precisely this that the research seeks to explore: of how English has functioned as a tool 

to deprive to some the benefits it has conferred on others. The study is more hypothesis generating 

than it is prescriptive. It operates on the presence of the urban rural divide which the researcher 

was witness to when he taught students of Engineering English.  

 

It appeared that the very language that was meant to emancipate has somehow been 

engaged in natural selection, leaving out many in the cold while ensuring the comfortable survival 

of the rest. The difference in some being able to learn the language with ease and others grappling 

with it even years after trying to learn it may have something to do with  materials ,methods or 

approaches in use in the curriculum which are calculated to take language to some and leave the 

rest to fend for themselves. 

The study  

As explained earlier, the present study draws inspiration from a similar study conducted by 

Canagarajah (1993) in a Sri Lankan classroom where learners used American textbooks, teaching 
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materials and prescribed methods to learn English. The study revealed the ambiguities vis-à-vis the 

presence of cultural politics in the second language classroom. This researcher's own experience in 

the second language classroom alerted him to the possibility of cultural politics being a source of 

difficulty in learning and teaching English and made him investigate the situation to get a better 

idea of how culture and politics worked to deprive those desirous of learning the language. 

The study assumes special significance in the light of recent developments in India and 

abroad that have compelled a re-look at viewing English as promoting hegemony and destroying 

local cultures and languages. This study argues that there is cultural politics in some of the 

practices prescribed and that these act as a gate keeping mechanism to prevent the language from 

reaching those who need it most: students from rural and semi urban areas and those who need 

English but are excluded from the system because of certain prevalent approaches and methods. 

Cultural politics in this context implies the use of English by those who know it and then trying to 

deny it to those who don't. 

The study was occasioned by the hypothesis that ELT practices at the tertiary level may not 

be neutral practices as has been assumed and that some politics, however subtle, is embedded in 

language teaching. To investigate the nature of politics in action and the way this influences 

approaches to language teaching and syllabus design, a visit to colleges offering a range of courses 

at the UG and PG level was deemed necessary. 

In particular the study investigated the following: 

 Teaching methods 

 Syllabi 

 Materials 

Research question(s) 

The study was guided by the following research questions: 

 How does cultural politics work in the second language classroom at the tertiary level? 
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 What has it done to the teaching/learning of English in the name of ELT? 

 How may the trend be contained or arrested? 

Participants 

All the engineering colleges and colleges offering programmes at arts, sciences and social 

sciences are affiliated to two Hyderabad based state universities. Data was collected from 817 

students and 40 teachers. The researcher being a teacher at one of the engineering colleges himself, 

also made extensive use of his own experience in the classroom to corroborate or contradict what 

he had observed in other classrooms. Data was collected over a period of 6 months as there had 

been a revamp of first year syllabus for engineering colleges and that compelled collection twice - 

one to elicit views on old syllabus and one on the latest, from teachers and students. 

The teachers were experienced hands with experience ranging from a few years (3-4 years) 

to several years (12-15) in a variety of assignments which included teaching at the school, 

undergraduate and postgraduate levels. All the teachers had an MA in English since a postgraduate 

degree is mandatory for teaching while some had additional qualifications such as a B.Ed , an M. 

Phil or a PGDTE.  

The students of the colleges, engineering and degree, were drawn from different strata of 

society and ranged from the socially privileged to the most deprived and disadvantaged sections of 

society. In a nutshell, they could be classified into four broad categories: 

a. students from urban areas who had their education in English medium schools; 

b. students from semi urban areas who had their education in English medium schools; 

c. students from semi urban areas who had their education in regional medium schools; 

d. students from rural areas who had their education in regional medium schools. 

Interestingly, students from urban areas had been to English mediums schools regardless of 

the socio economic condition at home, while students from rural areas invariably had their 
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education in Telugu/Urdu medium schools because of the paucity of schools offering education in 

English medium. 

These students formed a cross section of the population data was collected from and 

represented a fairly heterogeneous collection whichever college one visited, and therefore the 

reliability and validity of data generated may be assumed to have universality and symbolic of what 

is in evidence in engineering and degree colleges across Andhra Pradesh.   

Data Collection 

            A total of eight engineering colleges and six colleges offering various undergraduate 

programmes of study in arts and sciences were chosen for the study. The engineering colleges offer 

undergraduate courses in various branches of engineering at the undergraduate and master’s level- 

ECE,EEE, IT, CSE ,MECH, etc. English is taught in first year and third year in engineering 

colleges; in degree colleges it is taught for the first two years and a pass is mandatory. 

In engineering colleges, there is English language communication skills lab for students of first 

year and third year beside theory. In degree colleges it is largely theory though nothing prevents the 

teacher from organising lab sessions in the classroom to promote spoken and written English better 

and go beyond the prescribed textbooks and approaches. 

  The study looked at the General English syllabus prescribed for I, II and III year at the 

undergraduate level in both engineering and degree colleges as well as the approaches adopted to 

teach the language.  

       Data was collected through  

 Classroom observation 

 Student questionnaires 

 Student interviews 

 Teacher questionnaires  
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 Teacher interviews 

Classroom Observation 

To obtain firsthand information about the teaching/ learning conditions that obtain in second 

language classrooms in both undergraduate colleges that offer courses in engineering as well as 

those where courses in the arts, social sciences and the sciences are on offer, classroom observation 

formed an important component of   data collection and analysis. In particular, the objective was to 

find out if and how materials, methods and texts in use governed the perpetuation of certain 

prejudices as being a normal way to learn English. 

In classroom observation the sessions ranged from three 45 minute class hours for theory 

classes to three hour sessions for labs. 

The observation may be divided into two broad categories: silent observation and 

observation involving interaction and interviews. In the former the researcher took care to simply 

jot down or make a mental note of all that was taking place without venturing any opinion or 

making suggestions. In the latter attempts were made to find out the predilection of the teacher for a 

particular approach or the desire of students to pitch for a particular text or learning style.   

Teacher questionnaire 

Teachers filled out a questionnaire. This acted as a supplement to the answers given at the 

time of interview. The questions ranged from their preferred teaching methods to their conception 

of what constituted Standard English. In particular the questions focussed on the views of teachers 

with regard to the following:  

 existing syllabus 

 teaching materials   

 approaches to teaching. 

 Teacher beliefs on preferred methods 
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 Teacher improvisation following inadequacies in recommended practices and/or 

materials 

 Teacher views on English teaching 

 

      There were three open-ended questions at the end of the questionnaire that sought teacher views 

on syllabus, current teaching materials and methods and their own levels of satisfaction with what 

they had been given to teach with. 

A total of 40 teachers participated in the exercise, and included teacher employed in degree and 

engineering colleges. 

             Teacher interview  

                Interview was conducted to obtain a better and more intimate idea of the actual views of 

teachers on the teaching/ learning scenario. The sessions lasted between 40 minutes and 60 

minutes. The interviews were spread over several days and sessions to accommodate the timetable 

and the slots when lab hours were available.  

The teachers were highly qualified individuals who had between them five and twenty years of 

experience in teaching and degrees ranging from MA ( the minimum mandatory qualification to 

teach in undergraduate and postgraduate colleges) to M. Phil and PGDTE ( Post graduate diploma 

in Teaching English)  

     The teachers who had been interviewed were all of the view that they preferred to use English to 

teach English and that this was the best way of teaching the language and getting learners to 

appreciate English.  

       When asked if they ever felt or perceived the need to use mother tongue (Telugu/Hindi/Urdu) 

to explain the text (s) or poems or offer clarification from time to time, most teachers did not 

welcome the idea.  
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           Some claimed they had never tried out the idea though they might contemplate something 

along these lines in future. Several teachers seemed uncomfortable with the thought of using 

mother tongue to teach L2 as they confessed they had never tried out the method before. Yet they 

did concede that the bilingual method was worth trying. 

             As for the methods in use, the teachers were of the opinion that CLT (Communicative 

Language Teaching) was recommended though they did not see any point in following the 

methodology in letter and spirit; many were simply unaware of what exactly was teacher role and 

learner role in CLT and what counted as a successful classroom.  

         The researcher could see for himself the predominance of lecture method and the students 

welcoming a teacher-fronted class. Teachers opined that in schools in the West ( the UK) and the 

USA, the limited number of students and low student– teacher ratio made possible the 

implementation of CLT whereas large, unwieldy classes with constraints of space, time and learner 

heterogeneity prohibited the active implementation of CLT. 

          Only a few teachers agreed to share their views about teaching methods and materials. Most 

of them refused to answer open ended questions as they were not keen to invite unnecessary 

attention to themselves or their views which they imagined would be ignored anyway! Then there 

were teachers who felt it would be a brazen invasion of a province they were not qualified to talk 

about. Syllabus designers were the right persons to put the queries to, they felt. Teachers also 

agreed that their job was to teach the given syllabus under the constraints they operated under and 

that it was not for them to pass judgement on what constituted good material and what was 

appropriate or inappropriate about the units prescribed for study. 

           Only 4 teachers spoke their minds about the appropriacy of cultural content and how 

students perceived them. Teachers did come round to the view that many a time they had been 

forced by circumstances and factors beyond their control to seek recourse to notes to help students. 

Some teacher agreed that there was indeed cultural politics in the manner the units were chosen, 

many of them alienating for students who will never get to experience a European winter or smell 
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fresh snow and for such students the teaching of texts that demand a lot of cultural information by 

way of background knowledge might be tough. 

       When pressed to answer whether they welcomed an ESP course that focussed on real time 

English needed for writing reports, letters, applications, memos etc, almost all the teachers 

welcomed the idea as they saw it a better way to teach language and also fulfil the purpose of 

investing teaching and learning with meaning.  

  Student interview 

        To be able to better understand the workings of cultural politics in the classroom, students 

were interviewed for their opinions and suggestions. This may be attributed to the often 

experienced phenomenon of students being left out of any discussion on what their needs are and 

how best the materials prescribed may satisfy the need and render English learning meaningful in 

every way. 

It came through during the interview that students greeted English as a blessing and wanted more of 

it. They were aware of the importance of the language in providing them with opportunities, 

making their otherwise dull career prospects very viable and strengthening their chances of 

competing with their peers in other states and provinces in India. What they did not want was the 

teacher’s obsession with “English only “approach which some of their teachers were wont to doing.  

              When asked if they welcomed topics that offered typical Indian themes like festivals, food, 

agriculture, etc in place of poetry or prose items that demanded a lot of background knowledge that 

many students did not seem to have, students of regional medium  agreed that it would indeed be a 

happy choice to be able to read about local themes and cultures as comprehension would be better 

and even if the vocabulary did not permit easy comprehensibility, their background knowledge 

would allow them to make the connection.  

          This was not possible where foreign themes or abstract idea were involved, they said. (As a 

matter of fact, the questions were put to them in Telugu as many seemed incapable of making sense 

of what they had been asked in English) 
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       There were dissenting voices too and as expected, students who had had their education in 

English medium schools and were familiar with other cultures and systems, were not in favour of 

imparting a local flavour to texts. They argued that being Indians, they were already steeped in the 

local ethos and milieu and were looking forward to learning about other nations, cultures and 

cultural practices which they claimed was essential for youth living in a globalised world. 

Interestingly the same students also held that the topics in themselves may not be responsible for 

making interpretation difficult   and that other parameters had to be factored in to determine the ‘ 

‘difficulty level’, which in any case is subjective. 

      It was evident from what was told that students of regional medium background 

(Telugu/Hindi/Urdu) put their difficulty in following lessons down to their inability to understand 

topics that were removed from their lived experience and culture while those who had sufficient 

competence in English and were aware of what was happening across the globe because of prior 

knowledge were of the view that the problems of comprehension did not necessarily lie with the 

text per se but in factors that went beyond foreignness. 

Student questionnaire 

A student questionnaire was designed that sought answers to general questions like the 

necessity of English language in their daily life, and the possible situations where they needed to 

use it. The questionnaire also wanted answers to how students went about trying to cope with the 

demands of mastering it. The students were also asked how would like the lessons taught. A total of 

15 questions were asked. In general, the questionnaire dealt with the following aspects 

 The necessity of English  

 The likely situations where learners felt the need for using English 

 Attitude to English 

 Teaching methods used in to teach English 

 Preference for bilingualism in language teaching 

 Choice of texts/lessons/units for teaching English 
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 Difficulties encountered in comprehending texts with an alien slant. 

The data collected from questionnaires and interviews were added to what had been observed in 

classroom by the researcher and these figure below in the form of points i.e. data analysis. 

General observations from data analysis 

        The data gathered and investigated has highlighted a few vital issues regarding the operation 

of cultural politics in ELT in the second language classroom. These are presented in the form of 

points as follows:  

      1.  There hasn't emerged any conclusive evidence for proving the hypothesis that cultural 

politics is omnipresent in the second language classroom. Data suggests that in particular spheres it 

may be operating but not so pervasively as to warrant a complete revamp of syllabus and a return to 

completely indigenous methods of teaching and learning, a retrogressive move which  would be  

counterproductive and have its own repercussions. 

 2.  Until such time as Indian English doesn't acquire its own identity in terms of its own 

grammar, vocabulary and dictionary, much like American English or Australian English has, 

reliance on some English as the norm cannot be done away with. This is a reality we will do well to 

accept since the absence of norm would imply chaos and there will be no way of determining 

whether a particular usage is appropriate and if so, on what basis. 

    One must distinguish between norms which are arbitrary and those which are founded in 

reason. The teaching of phonetics belongs to the former category since intelligibility has nothing to 

do with one's pronunciation if the code which one operates is based on local conditions. Also 

American English has a style of pronunciation that's unlike the British or Australian or any of the 

other Englishes in existence throughout the world.  

              This implies that Indian English- sub-divided into Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam and several 

other categories based on linguistic considerations- will have to have legitimacy too. An Indian 

speaker of English interacts with another Indian speaker in 99 cases out of 100 thereby obviating 
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the need for an international variety. Again an employee needs English to get their message across 

which expects passable English , not one conforming strictly to norms. “I am knowing it”, “I am 

seeing her”, “ I am having a car”, are no doubt incorrect when seen through the prism of correct 

usage but pass muster in the Indian  as meaning is conveyed despite the use of progressive tenses 

where they should not to be used.  

                  The English that one is taught and asked to use will again depend on what it is needed 

for: a teacher of English or soft skills trainer cannot justify incorrect usage as being an unnecessary 

obsession with norms and rules while an engineer or an accountant whose primary function with 

the language is conveying the message intelligibly enjoys the privilege of being approximate. 

    3.     It has come through from informal talk with students that where possible use material that 

focuses on local milieu so that there is better comprehensibility. The justification is that it is easier 

to move from known territory to the unknown instead of venturing all at once into the unknown. An 

example was also supplied to make clear the point.  A student suggested that if there were a lesson 

on “Bonalu”, say, it'll naturally get the students of this region interested in the lesson and an 

attempt will be made to understand it than if the lesson were on the conflict between religion and 

faith in a faraway land.  

          He also added that one of the drawbacks of using lessons with foreign themes was their 

inability to excite the imagination of students. The student also added that in a lesson that used 

familiar terms or concepts, the learner would use previous knowledge to make some sense and try 

getting ahead with it while unfamiliarity with the text will make impossible any engagement with 

it. 

        4.     The use of mother tongue assumes special significance considering how indispensable it 

is to preserve one's language. If local languages go a long way in facilitating “meaning making” 

process, it must be used and there cannot be two ways about it. The urgency of it is all the more felt 

when students who have had their education in regional medium schools sample a text that asks 

them to think in English, not a difficult task for one using the language but a real challenge to one 
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using it the first time so extensively. Bilingual method is needed for the academic progress of 

students. 

 5.      English continues to win over hearts and minds and the winds of change are blowing in its 

favour. The educated masses want English retained for they see in it   a saviour. In fact, a temple 

dedicated to English which Chandra Bhan Prasad, a Dalit journalist and social activist calls “Dalit 

goddess”, is to be opened in Lucknow on Macaulay's birthday – ironical for two reasons. Macaulay 

is accused as the brains behind the introduction of English to the natives and he's reviled in some 

quarters for it. Second, the temple is coming up in the Hindi heartland where certain politicians 

have been propagating “ Angrezi hatao” for long.  

             The temple is testimony to the counter view which is gaining in popularity. If English is 

responsible for creating an English knowing elite blessed with all the privileges, it stands to reason 

that making the privilege available to everyone is  a sure way to make it  language of the masses. 

The best way to do it is to introduce it in regional medium schools too so that students have some 

exposure to the language when they come to college.  Introducing English at the grass-roots level 

will alleviate the problem instead of adding to it.     

Recommendations based on the study 

    Create awareness among syllabus designers about cultural politics  

      Syllabus designers and textbook writers must be alerted to the subtle ways in which hegemony 

is being exercised and they must strive to bring about changes in the system. One of the besetting 

mistakes made by syllabus designers is the tendency to embrace the approaches, philosophy and 

material that are touted as the best available in the West and pass them on to teachers and students 

in developing and under developed countries. They seem unwilling to come to terms with the truth 

that the most effective means of teaching language to learners in Europe and the USA often fail in 

other countries. In fact, some of the methods introduced in Britain have been known to fizzle out in 

other parts of Europe. It stands to reason therefore that to offset this condition of mismatch between 
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what is expected and what actually happens, syllabus designing should be bottom up instead of 

being top down.  

            It is surely a difficult proposition but it may yet come to pass, since that’s how India got rid 

of the notion of ‘ native speakers ’ and began training its own teachers to take the responsibility of 

teaching English as a second language. Attempts must be made, through pilot projects and through 

studies on a limited basis, to determine the most effective means of teaching /learning language 

keeping in mind the locally available facilities and contexts, which are bound to be vastly different 

from the countries from where new methods and educational philosophy are imported. It is a 

known fact that teaching-learning conditions in the West don’t mirror those in Asia, Africa or Latin 

America. 

Make the classroom teacher centred under specified conditions 

          Learner inhibitions are considerably lowered if the classroom is teacher-centred, at least on 

some occasions. In a class blessed with a homogenous group, where learners come from the same 

background and have the same levels of competence, it becomes easy to invite active learner 

participation. In classes that have  a large number of students and where students display a range of 

complex behaviour vis-à-vis participation in group discussion or/and debate, it becomes easier for 

the teacher and the taught to subscribe to tried-and tested methods.  

         In particular teacher centred classrooms are welcome when it comes to teaching rules of 

language. Grammar for example needs to be taught so that learners know the basic rules before 

using language.  

           In CLT learners learn the rules intuitively from using language and therefore through trial 

and error. But this may sometimes prove detrimental in acquisition if   learners hear only incorrect 

language spoken around them. To offset this, the rules and forms of language should be taught by 

the teacher who functions as teacher and not facilitator. 
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         In cases where learner participation is compulsory the teacher has to create conditions for 

learner involvement without himself / herself trying to run the show. Learners must be allowed a 

free hand in determining how best they can contribute to debate, group discussion or role play. 

    Promote L1 use for better comprehension     

       Teachers ought to be encouraged to use L1 in the second language classroom. In some quarters 

there has been criticism over the use of mother tongue on the mistaken assumption that mother 

tongue will somehow be a barrier to SLA. Research has proved that this is far from true. Robert 

Phillipson has in fact referred to this as the Monolingual fallacy, a myth perpetuated to “protect the 

interests and values of Center speakers of English, which are perceived to be threatened by the 

democratization of the social mainstream with the inclusion of other languages and language 

groups.” (1992: 182) 

         Teachers needn’t feel guilty or embarrassed to use mother tongue  whenever and wherever 

necessary if using the learners’ language makes for better comprehension. 

        There are two major schools of thought where learning English in a second language 

classroom is concerned. Howatt (1984) characterises the two broad points of view as “ using 

English to learn it” and “learning English to use it” , the former i.e. ‘using English to learn it’ 

placing emphasis on using only English in the second language classroom, with the latter view 

advocating the use of the mother tongue to learn it. The two divergent points have divided ELT 

practitioners worldwide, more so in countries that employ native speakers of English to teach 

English as a foreign language or second language. 

       Finachhario and Brumfit (1983), Nunan and Lamb (1996), Schweers (1999) ,Tang (2002),   

Januleviciene and Kavaliauskiene ( 2002) have all investigated mother tongue use in the second 

language classroom and reported beneficial results based on the data generated. 

          A study that is of particular significance in the discussion of cultural politics is the one by 

Kim,Y and Petraki,E (2009) which investigated the perception of teachers and students to the use 

of L1 in the second language classroom. The study assumes importance in that it was conducted in 
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a school that had both native (NESTs - Native Speaker Teachers of English) and Non- NESTs 

(Non- Native Speaker Teachers of English). The students were all Korean speakers learning 

English as a foreign language and divided into three levels based on their competence: Basic, 

Intermediate and Advanced.    

             Data from the study revealed a very interesting pattern of response to mother tongue use in 

the classroom by teachers and students. NESTs were unanimous in dismissing the idea as non 

viable and inadvisable, a predictable response considering that none of them knew it or attempted 

to learn it while Non NESTs favoured its use at Basic and intermediate levels, though they did 

concede that advanced level students did not need Korean for helping them learn English. 

          Interestingly, Korean students themselves heartily welcomed the suggestion as a great help in 

learning English. The number of students who invited L1 use, however, diminished with increase in 

levels of fluency. Students with low proficiency levels were highly approving of the idea to use 

Korean as a scaffold to teach English while those at the advanced levels did not perceive the 

desperate need for L1 use. 

             Both students and teachers went beyond supporting L1 use; they also specified where it 

ought to be used and where it ought not. Students for example felt that using L1 to teach rules of 

grammar and clarifying the meaning of words and idioms was highly desirable. They did not take 

to the use of L1 in group and pair work. 

          Teachers on the other hand saw as most beneficial the use of L1 in teaching reading and 

writing while they frowned on its use in listening and speaking. Both teachers and students 

concurred that “the lack of the L1 option especially with the mixed ability students, can lead to 

cultural misunderstanding and can create an unsupportive environment where there is a lack of 

sympathy and negotiation on both sides.”   ( Kim and Petraki, 2009, p. 72) 

       Chamot (2005) demonstrated that teachers found it easier to “teach strategies in the native 

language to students who were more able to verbalize their thinking processes in L1 and displayed 

greater comprehension of the L2 text than those unable to describe their thoughts.” (p. 120)  
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In a second language classroom therefore, teachers in consultation with learners can identify 

areas and situations that find use for L1 and those where L2 is the need of the hour. Kim and 

Petraki (2009) have identified a few such areas which figure below: 

1. Classroom management 

2. Clarifying meaning 

3. Grammar 

4. Instructions to students 

5. Asking questions 

6. Group /pair activities 

7. Seeking answers              (Kim,Y and Petraki, E, 2009, p.68) 

      The cause of English language and second language acquisition will be served better if teachers 

promote the use of L1 in L2 classroom and allow learners leeway in choosing those areas that need 

L1 use in the initial stages by weak learners. 

            Teachers’ use of L1 to invite questions, seek suggestions, elicit learner views or simply to 

motivate those with low proficiency will send positive signals to learners that they can learn L2 

since they are offered help by the teacher who has no qualms about using the language they speak. 

It sends positive signals to learners who may be brimming with ideas but are reluctant to participate 

in classroom debates or discussions because of the impossibility of fulfilling “Use Only English” 

condition.       

         In a typical English classroom the teacher may divide the students into groups of six, 

comprising one or two fluent speakers and the rest being learners with low proficiency. The fluent 

users of English can guide those who are weak in English with language input and translation of 

what is done in class from time to time. Peer correction and guidance guarantee privacy and no loss 

of face.  
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         Also there is an intimacy between students that no teacher can ever hope to create between 

them and their students. Peer evaluation and peer learning can be a great motivator too, as the 

learners learn language under non-threatening conditions and with low levels of inhibition.      

             To those teachers or students who believe that the method will not work in a multilingual 

classroom where the teacher doesn’t speak the learner’s language (L1), Lucas and Katz (1994) who 

investigated the use of mother tongue by learners in bilingual instructional programmes in the 

USA, provide the answer.  They actually investigated areas where L1 could be used for maximum 

advantage and how it may be used. The results are discussed below: 

a. At one site the teacher devised a group writing assignment in which students used their 

L1.  

b. At another site, students read or told stories to each other using their L1 and then 

translated them into English to tell me other students.   

c. Students from the same language backgrounds were paired together so that students who 

were more fluent in English could help those less fluent.   

d. Students were encouraged to use bi-lingual dictionaries as a resource to understand 

difficult text.  Students were encouraged to discuss school work and get help at home in 

their native languages form their family members.    

       e. Books in students’L1 were provided and students were encouraged to read them.   

f. Awards were given for excellence in languages that are not commonly studied (e.g.a 

senior award in Khmer language ability).   

                                       ( Lucas and Katz 1994; cited in Jim Cummins,2008, p. 226 )            

          Auerbach (1993) writes of her own experience with students from different cultural and 

linguistic backgrounds responding enthusiastically and well to the use of L1 in learning. She holds 

the view that using L1 in the second/foreign language classroom “reduces anxiety and enhances the 
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affective environment for learning, takes into account socio-cultural factors, facilitates 

incorporation of life’s experiences, and allows for   learner-centred curriculum development” 

(1993,p.20) 

        The chief benefit that learners draw from using L1 is indeed that they are able to use language 

as a meaning making tool- the primary function of any language – and thus contribute to language 

learning as “a means of communicating ideas rather than an end in itself.”(ibid 1993, p. 20) 

            Auerbach maintains that respect for learners’ languages marks the beginning of a 

meaningful and constructive engagement with learning and teaching a second/foreign language. In 

her own words:  

         The extent to which ESL educators value participants’ linguistic resources in teaching is a 

measure of our willingness to address basic inequities in broader society. As we let go of our need 

to enforce English Only in the classroom and open our ranks to community experience, students 

will gain greater control of their own learning.   (ibid 1993, p. 33)   

 Introduce critical pedagogy      

A syllabus that promotes critical pedagogy must be designed to lower urban rural inequalities. In a 

very broad sense in which the term is used, Critical pedagogy (CP henceforth) “deals with 

questions of social justice and social transformation through education.” ( Akbari , R 2008: 643-

44). In the context of the present research, however, CP is viewed as a pedagogic process that aims 

to teach language through methods and materials that draw on the local milieu, themes and topics 

to enable learners to be socially and politically aware, even as they learn language through topics 

and notions they intimately identify themselves with.   

     Akbari (2008) cites examples of how Critical pedagogy may find a place in the classroom. He 

addresses the issue thus:       

In Iran there are still regions that are contaminated by landmines; these landmines are 

leftovers of eight years of war with Iraq. Each year hundreds of people get killed or are 
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wounded by these landmines, and most of the victims are children and adolescents. Iran’s 

MoE [ Ministry of Education] , in collaboration with the red crescent society, has decided to 

offer a special crash course on land mines and safety measures needed in dealing with them 

for students living in affected areas. This course is offered as an extra in the curriculum and 

is not integrated into any subject area. From a CP perspective, it would have been advisable 

and possible to include the landmine topic in the English lessons or instruction students 

receive in the curriculum and in this way come up with a content that is both relevant and 

transformative to the immediate lives of the learners.   

As an example, students in this situation can be exposed to a reading passage which makes 

them familiar with landmines, places they are planted and cautionary measures that must be 

taken in contaminated areas. As a follow-up communicative activity, the learners can be 

divided into groups of two and in an information gap exercise using maps, help their 

partners get home safely while negotiating their way through farms dotted with landmines 

and suspicious objects.  (2008, p. 72)  

      Texts that emphasise local themes such as the one quoted above allow easy translation in the 

event of difficulty in comprehension. In the Iranian context, where the example is drawn from, 

students know the background and consequences of   a bitter eight year old war with Iraq and can 

easily understand what the text is trying to convey even if the words in English may seem alien to 

them.  

       Using the text the teacher may talk to learners about wars in general, the weapons used to fight 

wars, the aftermath of a war etc. to generate sufficient interest in them to follow the lesson. The 

only prerequisites are a bilingual dictionary and some mother tongue use.Once the attention of 

learners is captured it is easy to sustain it and give them more inputs in target language by and by.                                                

Introduce texts that learners can identify with  

        Instead of promoting the use of texts that that are better employed as pieces of literature 

deserving of literary appreciation, use texts that bring the world around the learners to the 
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classroom. Learners can understand and appreciate events that take place next door than in some 

remote corner of the planet. Learners also welcome texts that they can identify with and therefore 

language inputs from such texts or articles serve a better purpose than lessons or units that present 

language in a detached or abstract fashion.                       

       Krishnaswami and Lalitha (2006) rightly point out that: 

Learners of English in India have realized that English is necessary to talk about their own   

identity   (or identities), their languages and literatures, their cultures and values, their land 

and their heritage, their contribution to the commonwealth of knowledge so that the world 

outside (not only outside India but also outside their own sate or linguistic community) may 

know what they mean and what they stand for; this ‘projection’ of one’s identity can be 

done only effectively in an international language like English (p.183)    

           To be able to achieve this, learners need to be exposed to articles, essays and stories 

highlighting their own cultures and social problems that have resulted from globalisation and the 

onset of modernity.   

          Gupta  (1993), echoing Krishnaswamy and Lalitha , justifies the use of topics that relate to 

the learners’ immediate concerns and argues why this is a very sensible move: 

....  relating literature sensitively to the life and experience of students could bring about 

their active involvement and sustain their interest. One way to bring literature closer to the 

life of the students is to choose, whenever possible, illustrations from their own social 

environment, and encourage them to establish, whenever they can, relationships between 

the problems and concerns they read about and those of the people around them or their 

own specific interests (p. 190). 

                   In the context of the Indian classroom, learners will relate better to articles, essays and 

texts on Kargil war, tsunami, SEZs, green murder, swine flu, global warming, globalization, farmer 

suicides, hunger, unemployment, homelessness, famine, temples, festivals, exploitation, honour 

killings etc . Tasks and activities may be built around them that can impart language skills to 
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learners.  The idea behind using texts that discuss contemporary issues is that an alien language to 

those from rural and semi urban areas - English - is used to serve the purpose of teaching language 

in a manner that is comprehensible.     

     Use CLT only if classroom conditions warrant its use  

            CLT in ELT must be taken with a pinch of salt. Group work and pair work are only possible 

in classrooms where the number of students is manageable, as in classrooms in Europe and USA. It 

is impossible to organize activities without invoking learner participation. Though some methods 

may be recommended as haing a positive impact on language learning, a feasibility study must be 

carried out before putting them in action. Learner preferences must be taken into account before the 

activities are approved for taking place in the classrooms.       

        Kumaravadivelu (2006) is very helpful in offering a few useful suggestions to teachers who 

are faced with the task of teaching culture along with language. He claims that teachers may 

“privilege”  learners “by identifying the cultural knowledge they bring to the classroom , and by 

using it to help them share their own individual perspectives with the teacher as well as  other 

learners whose lives and hence perspectives,  differ from theirs.”   (p. 274).       

        He says that teachers need to consider the following criteria from a pedagogic point of view.”   

1.    How they can make their learners aware of the complex connection between language 

use and cultural identity.   

2.     How they can sensitize themselves and the learners to the cultural richness that 

surrounds their classroom environment. 

3. How they can create conditions to enable and encourage their learners to participate in 

the negotiation and articulation of their cultural meanings and values.    

4. How they can design treat learners as cultural informants and recognize and reward their 

cultural knowledge and individual identities.   
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5. How they can design tasks and assignments to dispel stereotypes that create and sustain 

cultural misunderstandings and miscommunications; and finally    

6.  How they can help learners to read cultural events and activities in ways that resonate 

with their experience.  (2003, p. 273-74).  

Conclusion 

English is vital for economic development and career advancement and that the talk of 

English supplanting local cultures and languages is misplaced. The best way to de-elitize the 

language and remove the privileged status it currently enjoys as a language of just 4 % of India's 

population is to make it available to all. The solution does not lie in banning it or promoting mother 

tongue as the only viable alternative. Making English accessible to all is the remedy while ensuring 

that ELT removes the barrier erected in the form of materials and methods that violate local 

contexts and conditions.  

* A version of this paper appeared as monograph published by Osmania University Press in 

2013. 
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